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WILLIAM KENTRIDGE 
Universal Archive
In interviews, artist William Kentridge (b. 1955) has frequently remarked that he was “reduced to being an artist” after his lack of acting ability 
scuttled his plans for a career in theater. Such dry humor characterizes much 
of the renowned South African artist’s work over the course of the past four 
decades, from charcoal drawing and printmaking to film animation and even 
opera direction. William Kentridge: Universal Archive presents new works on 
paper inspired during the writing of the artist’s Norton Lectures (delivered at 
Harvard University in 2012) and features more than 75 linocut prints, based 
on ink sketches and printed on dictionary and encyclopedia pages. In these 
prints, Kentridge revisits a familiar personal iconography, including coffee pots, 
typewriters, cats, trees, nudes and other imagery, a thematic repertoire that has 
appeared in his art and stage productions throughout his career. Shifting from 
identifiable subject matter to deconstructed images of abstract marks, the images 
form juxapositions with the underlying text that suggest skepticism about the 
creative process and even the construction of knowledge itself.  
William Kentridge: Universal Archive is organized for tour by the Gund Gallery 
at Kenyon College, and is made possible, in part, by contributions from Alva 
Greenberg ’74, the Gund Gallery Board of Directors and Ohio Arts Council. 
The didactic materials for the exhibition were prepared at the Gund Gallery by 
Curator Natalie Marsh, with contributions from students Virginia McBride and 
Hannah Washburn. Funding for the exhibition at Fairfield University is provided 
in part by the Robert and Mercedes Eichholz Foundation. Venü magazine is the 
exclusive media sponsor of the 2017-2018 season in the Fairfield University Art 
Museum’s Walsh Gallery.
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